Delineation of radiation therapy target volumes for patients with postoperative glioblastoma: a review
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Abstract: Glioblastoma is the most aggressive and lethal primary malignancy of the brain, and radiotherapy (RT) is a fundamental part of its treatment. However, the optimal radiation treatment conditions are still a matter of debate, and there is no clear consensus concerning the inclusion of peritumoral edema in the clinical target volume calculation. Target delineation calculations that use postoperative residual tumor and cavity volumes plus 2 cm margins result in smaller volumes of normal brain receiving high-dose irradiation, compared to calculations that include expanded edema. Smaller RT fields may be more appropriate than larger RT fields, possibly reducing the risk of late neurological deterioration, especially in patients with significant peritumoral edema. This review focuses on the factors influencing target delineation, such as peritumoral edema, failure patterns, and prognostic factors (clinical and pathological characteristics) of patients with glioblastoma. Based on this information, we make three suggestions for radiation oncologists to refer to in daily practice. Further study is necessary to investigate the unresolved problems related to routine clinical application of RT.
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Introduction

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is the most common malignant tumor of the central nervous system, accounting for 12%–15% of all intracranial tumors and 50%–60% of gliomas.¹ There are ∼50,000 patients with GBM in the US, and ∼10,000 new cases are diagnosed annually.² Worldwide, in developed countries, an estimated 3.5 cases of GBM are diagnosed per 100,000 people each year.³ The current standard treatment program for newly diagnosed GBM involves surgical resection, to the extent that it is feasible, followed by radiotherapy (RT) with concurrent adjuvant temozolomide (TMZ) chemotherapy.⁴ In malignant gliomas, RT is long established as a critical component of treatment, and its application has evolved over the past decades. A randomized trial in the 1970s showed that 60 Gy of postoperative whole-brain RT (WBRT) could improve the survival for patients with high-grade glioma (HGG). Subsequently, postoperative RT was established as a standard key treatment strategy for newly diagnosed HGG.⁵ However, multiple studies, including the Brain Tumor Cooperative Group 80-01 randomized trial, compared WBRT with partial-brain irradiation and concluded that there was no advantage of WBRT.⁶ As a result, it became standard to treat HGG with partial-brain RT treatment. The introduction of computerized tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has contributed largely to improve the accuracy of tumor delineation.⁷ The three-dimensional (3D) conformal radiation technique makes partial-brain irradiation for glioma possible and reduces neurotoxicity.⁸ Co-registration of pre- and postoperative MRI with planning CT images is normally used to determine
the RT treatment volume for GBM. However, the optimal treatment volume for GBM remains a controversial issue and varies among cooperative groups. For example, the guidelines of the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) refer to a two-phase treatment at 60 Gy, where the initial clinical target volume (CTV) typically includes postoperative peritumoral edema plus a 2 cm margin, followed by a boost field defined as the residual tumor plus a 2 cm margin (as per RTOG 0525 and RTOG 0825 trials).9 Conversely, the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) describes a single-phase treatment pattern with 2–3 cm dosimetric margins around the tumor (as evaluated by MRI), because 80%–90% of treatment failures occur within this margin.4 The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center uses a 2 cm margin around the gross tumor volume (GTV), which consists of the resection cavity and any residual contrast enhancing tumor, but ignoring any edema.10 In addition, since 2004, several trials from the New Approaches to Brain Tumor Therapy consortium have used margins as small as 5 mm to delineate the CTV in the treatment of GBM.11

Indeed, the margins of the planned target volume vary quite significantly among institutions. A survey of radiation oncologists in Canada showed that 14% and 32% followed guidelines from the EORTC and RTOG, respectively, while 54% followed center-specific guidelines. Single-phase treatment was reported by 60% of clinicians, and two-phase or multiphase treatments, by 37%. For clinicians treating in single phase, 61% treat the surgical cavity and enhancing tumor with a margin, and 33% treat an area that includes tumor edema in addition to the surgical cavity and enhancing tumor. The margins added to the GTV to generate the planning treatment volume (PTV) also varied widely and included 0.5 cm (6%), 1 cm (6%), 1.5 cm (25%), 2 cm (56%), 2.5 cm (25%), and 3 cm (12.5%), with some respondents selecting more than one standard margin. For clinicians treating in multiple phases, 90% include peritumoral edema in Phase I of the treatment. In Phase II, respondents reported using total margins (from GTV to PTV) of 1 cm (10%), 2 cm (40%), 2.5 cm (30%), and 3 cm (20%).12 The calculation of the treatment volume is based on the understanding of peritumoral edema and patterns of postoperative failure in patients with GBM. We believe that this decision should be made in the context of a comprehensive consideration of clinical and pathological prognostic factors. In this article, we review the progress made on these three aspects and identify problems for further discussion.

Peritumoral edema

The primary reason for the lack of uniform guidelines relates to the aim of treating all possible microscopic areas of the infiltrating tumor. The rationale for including peritumoral edema is that such areas are believed to contain high concentrations of tumor cells. A study compared the histopathologic distributions of neoplastic cells in GBM with the corresponding CT images and found that the vast majority of the neoplastic tissue was contained within the contrast-enhancing and low-density peritumoral areas; however, the CT low-density area was not always identical to the area infiltrated by tumor cells. No tumor cells were found in some areas of low density, whereas, in some instances, normal appearing brain tissue beyond the CT low-density area was also found to contain tumor cells.13 Furthermore, Halperin et al14 compared preoperative CT scans with the postmortem topography of recurrent tumors and found that 9/11 (81.8%) tumor cells were found beyond the enhancement area plus a 1 cm margin on CT. Indeed, only treatment plans that covered the contrast-enhancing tumor, the “edema” volume, plus an additional 3 cm margin would cover the entire histologically identified tumor. Kelly et al15 also reported on the correlation between histopathologic and MRI findings for 177 biopsy specimens from 39 patients with glial neoplasms. Pathologic evaluation of biopsy specimens obtained from various locations in the volumes defined by CT and MRI showed that contrast enhancement most often corresponded to tumor tissue without intervening parenchyma, whereas hypodensity corresponded to parenchyma infiltrated by isolated tumor cells, or, in some instances, in low-HGGs, to tumor tissue, or to edema. For the normal T1- and T2-weighted MRI regions that were biopsied, there was a false-negative rate of 69% and 40%, respectively.15 A study conducted by Lu et al16 analyzed peritumoral edema using diffusion-tensor MR imaging. This group divided gliomas associated with peritumoral edema into tumor-infiltrated edema and purely vasogenic edema. A drop in fractional anisotropy against the apparent diffusion coefficient in diffusion tensor imaging enabled them to distinguish tumor-infiltrated edema from vasogenic edema. Further pathological control studies are required to confirm this finding.

The number of cases examined in these studies is relatively small, reducing the statistical power. Despite this, they demonstrate the important finding that tumor cells sometimes infiltrate into the peritumoral edema region. The role of peritumoral edema as a prognostic factor in glioma patients is controversial. Schoenegger et al17 considered peritumoral...
edema on a preoperative MRI to be an independent prognostic factor, in addition to the postoperative Karnofsky performance score (KPS), age, and type of tumor resection. Patients with major edema (>1 cm) had a significant shorter overall survival (OS) time, compared to patients with minor edema (<1 cm). Pope et al’s study also established that peritumoral edema, noncontrast-enhancing tumor, satellites, and multifocality were independent prognostic factors for survival in GBM, whereas preoperative tumor size, tumor location, and extent of necrosis had no significant impact on survival. Conversely, Iliadis et al concluded that there was no correlation between peritumoral edema, patient age, and tumor volume, but there was an association between edema, tumor location, and necrosis. Peritumoral edema volume was influenced by the dose of prescribed corticosteroids, and consequently, it was not a reliable measure of tumor burden and could not be used as a predictor of survival. However, net-enhancing tumor volume and tumor necrosis were significant independent predictors of OS. Similarly, in a retrospective study by Ramakrishna et al, the T1-weighted gadolinium-enhanced area was regarded as solid tumor burden and the hyperintense area on the T2-weighted images was regarded as isolated tumor cell infiltration. They analyzed the predictive value of abnormal MRI features for the survival of patients with GBM. The result demonstrated that tumor burden and invasion characteristics indicated by the T1-weighted gadolinium-enhanced MRI were significant predictors of patient survival, but the total area of signal intensity abnormalities on the T2-weighted images and the T2/T1 ratio did not correlate with patient outcome. As mentioned earlier, published reports concerning the prognostic significance of peritumoral edema in patients with GBM have not been conclusive or consistent. This may be due to variation in the sample size among studies. In addition, the complex composition of peritumoral edema, which is challenging to identify, might also be a contributing factor toward the inconsistent conclusion.

In summary, for patients with GBM, the vast majority of tumor tissues are contained within the contrast enhancement areas in T1-weighted MRI; tumor cells sometimes, but not always, infiltrate into the peritumoral edema area. Furthermore, the significance of peritumoral edema for the survival of patient with GBM is not clear. Therefore, we believe that when delineating the target volume for RT, regarding the peritumoral edema area as a subclinical lesion may be more appropriate. In addition, the ability to accurately distinguish tumor-infiltrated edema from vasogenic edema composed purely of extracellular water could be helpful for target delineation. It is hoped that advances in radiological techniques will enable this in the future.

**Recurrent patterns of postoperative GBM**

Chamberlain retrospectively analyzed the patterns of radiographic presentation of 80 adult patients with supratentorial GBM at four clinically relevant time points: presentation, first recurrence, second recurrence, and third recurrence. At diagnosis, 87.5% (70/80), 6.25% (5/80), 3.75%, and 2.5% of patients presented with unifocal disease, distant, multifocal, and diffuse MRI defined radiographic patterns, respectively. At first recurrence, following the progression on RT/TMZ and before the initiation of bevacizumab, 80% of GBMs were local, 7.5% distant, 6.25% multifocal (including one with cerebrospinal fluid dissemination), and 6.25% diffuse. At second recurrence, following the progression on bevacizumab, 71.25% were local, 8.75% distant, 8.75% multifocal (2/7 with cerebrospinal fluid dissemination), and 11.25% diffuse. At third recurrence (57 patients total), 71.25% were local, 7.0% distant, 7.0% multifocal, and 14.0% diffuse. The majority of adult patients with GBM present with MRI-defined local disease and maintain this pattern notwithstanding multiple recurrences and treatment with bevacizumab. Similarly, Wallner et al found that 78% of unifocal anaplastic astrocytoma and GBM recurrences occurred within 2 cm of the presurgical original tumor extent, which is defined as the enhancing edge of the tumor on preoperative CT, and 56% (18/32) of tumors recurred within 1 cm of the initial tumor margin. Extensive preoperative edema was associated with a decreased distance between the initial and recurrent tumor margins. Large tumors were generally not more likely to recur further from the initial tumor margin than were smaller tumors. Subsequently, Liang et al published the pattern of failure for 42 patients with grade III or IV astrocytoma treated with chemoradiotherapy to a total of 60 Gy. In all 42 patients, recurrence occurred within a 2 cm margin of the original CT-enhancing lesion, and 10% of patients suffered from multifocal recurrence. In a retrospective series of 34 patients treated either with WBRT and conformal boost or entirely with 3D conformal RT, Oppitz et al revealed that all GBM recurrences occurred within the 90% isodose line when targets were contoured around the original preoperative contrast-enhancing tumor plus a 2 cm margin. In a conformal dose-escalation study, Lee et al analyzed 36 patients with HGGs treated with radiation alone.
to 70–80 Gy using the 3D conformal technique. In this study, recurrences were divided into several categories: 1) “central”, in which 95% or more of the recurrent tumor volume (Vrecur) was within D95, the region treated to a high dose (95% of the prescription dose); 2) “infield”, in which 80% or more of Vrecur was within the D95 isodose surface; 3) “marginal”, when between 20% and 80% of Vrecur was inside the D95 surface; 4) “outside”, in which <20% of Vrecur was inside the D95 surface. They found that 89% of the recurrences featured a central or infield recurrence pattern, 3/36 (8%) had a marginal recurrence pattern, and only one patient (3%) clearly failed outside of the high-dose region. More recently, Chang et al10 reported similar patterns of failure in a series of 48 patients with GBM, when comparing treatment plans based on residual tumor and cavity plus 2 cm margin, as used at the MD Anderson Cancer Center, with plans created according to the RTOG guidelines that specified the inclusion of preoperative peritumoral edema. They showed that 90% (43/48) of patients failed in central and infield locations. The five remaining marginal and distal recurrences failed to be covered by the 46 Gy isodose line, even when overlaid by the RTOG plan incorporating edema volume, confirming them to be true marginal recurrences. Furthermore, Minniti et al11 compared recurrence patterns in 105 patients whose surgical resections were delineated by the EORTC contouring technique, wherein the CTV includes the resection cavity, any residual tumor seen on postoperative T1-weighted MRI, plus a 2 cm margin, and the PTV includes the CTV plus an additional 3 mm margin. After recurrence was confirmed, a theoretical plan, based on the addition of postoperative edema plus 2 cm margins, according to the current RTOG guidelines, was created for each patient. The radiation coverage of the site of subsequent recurrences was compared for the different contouring techniques. The results revealed no significant differences in relapse patterns between the two target delineation techniques. However, dosimetric analysis showed that the median percent volume of normal brain irradiated to high doses was significantly smaller using the EORTC contouring technique. In our opinion, these data provide some evidence and reassurance to support treatment plans based on resection cavity and any residual tumor seen on postoperative T1-weighted MRI with a 2 cm margin, rather than specified inclusion of preoperative peritumoral edema plus a 2 cm margin. The use of this limited-margin RT can significantly decrease the volume of normal brain tissue that is irradiated, without a significant increase in the risk of marginal recurrences. A number of studies have been conducted to explore the feasibility of limited-margin RT in the context of a treatment paradigm involving RT with concurrent chemotherapy. McDonald et al12 analyzed the pattern of tumor failure in a series of 62 patients with GBM treated with postoperative limited-margin RT and concurrent chemotherapy. The initial CTV included the postoperative T2 abnormality, with a median margin of 0.7 cm. The boost CTV included the residual T1-enhancing tumor and resection cavity, with a median margin of 0.5 cm. The PTV margin varied from an additional 0.3 cm to an additional 0.5 cm. The initial dose was 46–54 Gy, followed by a boost to 60 Gy. In this study, the total boost PTV (PTVboost) margin was 1 cm or less in 92% of patients. Within the follow-up time, radiographic tumor progression developed in 43 of 62 patients. Imaging was available for analysis in 41 patients: 38 (93%) had a central or infield failure, two (5%) had a marginal failure, and one (2%) had a distant failure, relative to the 60 Gy isodose line. The author concluded that a PTVboost margin of 1 cm or less did not appear to increase the risk of marginal and/or distant tumor failure, compared with other published series. Dobellower et al13 analyzed the patterns of failure in patients with GBM treated with concurrent radiation and TMZ. Patients generally received 46 Gy to the primary tumor, surrounding edema plus a 1 cm margin, and 60 Gy to the enhancing tumor plus a 1 cm margin. The result revealed that all patients had some forms of failure at the primary site, whether infield or marginal: 18 patients (90%) had infield failures, two patients (10%) had marginal failures, and no regional failures were reported. Four patients (20%) suffered from distant failure, in which an independent satellite lesion was located completely outside the 95% isodose curve. These studies also suggested that by delineating the GTV based on peritumoral edema, it is feasible to reduce the margin to 1 cm or less. Although clinical data in adults are sparse, the volume of irradiated brain is believed to be an important factor in the development of neurotoxicity and for the development of radiographic and pathologic surrogates for neurotoxicity.28–31

Above all, smaller RT fields may be more appropriate than larger RT fields, possibly reducing the risk of late neurologic deterioration especially in patients with large peritumoral edema. In long-term survivors, the neurocognitive function would be likely to be affected by radiation therapy, given the adverse effects of radiation on neurogenesis of the hippocampus.32 So when contouring the radiation target volume for postoperative GBM, hippocampal sparing is suggested for some patients with tumor adjacent to the hippocampus. The pattern of failure for GBM after radiation therapy has been studied previously; almost all tumors fail...
within a 2 cm margin of the resection cavity or residual tumor. The primary failure location was infield, but some patients had marginal failures, and few had a distant failure or an independent satellite lesion. Taking these data into consideration, we conclude that it is preferable to contour the GTV based on the T1-enhanced MRI, and regard the peritumoral edema as a subclinical lesion. We suggest that the CTV should be identified based on the residual T1-enhancing tumor and resection cavity (GTV) with a 2 cm margin, or the postoperative T2 or FLAIR (Fluid-attenuated inversion recovery) abnormality; however, in the case of a cone-down boost phase, the CTV should include the GTV with a 1 cm margin.

**Prognostic factors**

The biological behavior of GBM for individual patients is different, resulting in different treatment responses to RT and chemotherapy. When contouring the RT target volume, this differing biological behavior should be taken into consideration. A number of prognostic factors are now known to correlate with the clinical outcomes of patients with GBM. Several studies have identified clinical-, tumor-, and treatment-related prognostic factors that influence outcomes. The most relevant factors were KPS, age at presentation, extent of surgical resection, postoperative radiation treatment, and histopathological factors.

**Clinical features**

Previous studies have revealed a significant positive relationship between KPS and duration of survival; significantly different outcomes were reported for patients depending on whether their KPS at presentation was greater or less than 70. Advanced age at presentation also correlates with a poor outcome. In most studies, patients younger than 50 years are considered to be young patients, and patients older than this may have poorer survival rates. Korshunov et al reported that the percentage of patients younger than 40 years who survived for >5 years was 34%, compared with 6% for patients aged 40 years and older. Consequently, this group suggested that 40 years is the most appropriate cutoff for dividing patients with GBM into age groups according to prognosis. Using recursive-partitioning analysis, Simpson et al identified four risk groups. The two lower-risk groups included patients younger than 40 years, with the lowest risk group being young patients with a tumor restricted to the frontal lobe. An intermediate-risk group included patients with KPS >70, with subtotal or total resection, and aged between 40 years and 65 years. The highest-risk group included all patients older than 65 years, and patients aged between 40 years and 65 years, with either KPS <80 or biopsy only.

**Histopathological characteristics**

Histologic features are a major independent prognostic factor for glioma patients, which are to be considered alongside patient age and performance status. One of the main bases for glioma grading is the proliferation index, which is an independent predictor of survival for GBM. Ki-67 is an excellent proliferation marker that can be used to determine the growth fraction of a given cell population. Immunohistological determination of a high Ki-67 index is strongly associated with shorter OS and shorter progress-free survival. The cell and tissue composition of the tumor also influences the survival of patients with GBM: fibrocystic changes, calcification, and astrocytic differentiation within the tumor are predictors of a better outcome, whereas necrosis is associated with a worse prognosis. Numerous studies have reported that O\(^\text{6}\)-methylguanine-DNA-methyltransferase (MGMT) promoter methylation correlates with improved survival in patients with glioma treated with alkylating agents. In a study conducted by Dunn et al, the MGMT promoters of 58 of 109 cases (53.2%) were found to be significantly methylated (defined as methylation ≥9%). MGMT promoter methylation was highly significantly associated with prolonged progress-free survival and OS. The median OS was 16.8 months with a 2-year survival of 35.2% for methylated cases, compared with 11.1 months and 0% for unmethylated cases. Further studies suggested that the extent of methylation also correlates with survival. Patients with the highest level of methylation (>35%) had the longest OS (median: 26.2 months) with a 2-year survival of 59.7%. The 2-year survival of patients with medium (>20% to ≤35%) and low methylation levels (≥9% to ≤20%) was 34.2% and 13.3%, respectively. Hegi et al reported that of 206 evaluated tumors, 92 (44.7%) featured detectable MGMT promoter methylation. In the chemoradiotherapy (TMZ plus RT) group, the 2-year survival rate was 46% among those with a methylated MGMT promoter, and 13.8% among those with an unmethylated MGMT promoter. In the RT group, the 2-year survival rates of patients with or without promoter methylation were 22.7% and <2%, respectively.

The clinical and pathological features of GBM significantly influence the treatment choice, because in the absence of effective treatment, the biological behavior of the tumor typically determines the prognosis. As stated earlier, patients without promoter methylation, despite undergoing the standard treatment, still have poor 2-year survival rates.
Interestingly, patterns of recurrence were significantly different depending on the methylation status of the MGMT promoter. More distant recurrences were observed in patients with methylated promoters (31% vs 5.4%), while more central/infield recurrences were observed in patients with unmethylated promoters (91% vs 64%). This indicates that patients without promoter methylation are more chemoradioreistant. For these patients, further research is warranted to establish whether it would be beneficial to increase the radiation dose or use nonconventional fractionation RT to improve local control. When creating a RT plan for patients with GBM, it is necessary to refer to the patients’ clinical and pathological characteristics to develop an individualized rational target volume.

In conclusion, the main points about peritumoral edema and histopathological characteristics in target volume design are concluded in Table 1. Based on the data described in this review, we also make the following suggestions for radiation oncologists to refer to and to discuss in daily practice, as well as in future clinical trials. They could decide the concrete proposal based on case-by-case basis:

- Patients with a KPS of ≥70, better neurological function, good prognostic factors, and who undergo subtotal or gross total resection could be considered to receive a more aggressive approach, and the treatment target volume could include the peritumoral edema, with a margin (the two-phase model, Figure 1A and B). These patients may gain greater benefit from postoperative chemotherapy and radiation. However, large brain volumes irradiated to high doses especially in the case of significant edema may increase the potential toxicity of radiation treatment.
- Patients who are older (ie, ≥70 years of age), have a KPS of <70, or have an unmethylated MGMT promoter tolerate chemoradiotherapy poorly or are chemoradio-resistant. These patients are also suggested to be treated with limited-margin RT (Figure 1C).
- Patients with GBM who have undergone only biopsy or partial resection with a large residual tumor, especially in the presence of an unmethylated MGMT promoter, are likely the most appropriate candidates for limited-margin RT. For such patients, the most common failure pattern is expected to be local relapse. The treatment target volume could only include the residual T1-enhancing tumor and the resection cavity with a margin, rather than the inclusion of peritumoral edema.

**Conclusion**

Tumor recurrence in patients with GBM treated with RT plus concomitant and adjuvant TMZ predominantly occurs in central and infield localizations, depending on the different target volume delineations. There is no clear correlation between the inclusion of edema and recurrence patterns. At present, treatment planning tends to include the contrast-enhancing tumor on CT/T1-weighted MRI plus a 2 cm margin, or the FLAIR/T2-weighted abnormality on the postoperative MRI scan plus a 1 cm margin. No randomized controlled trial has yet been conducted to compare the outcomes between these two target volume delineations directly, to identify which

### Table 1 Conclusions of some studies referenced

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burger et al; Halperin et al</td>
<td>The distribution of cells of a GBM cannot be inferred from CT images, since the peritumoral area of low density can over- or underestimate the extent of the lesion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly et al</td>
<td>For the normal T1- and T2-weighted MRI regions that were biopsied, there was a false-negative rate of 69% and 40%, respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schoeneggger et al; Pope et al</td>
<td>Peritumoral edema on a preoperative MRI to be an independent prognostic factor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilidi et al; Ramakrishna et al</td>
<td>Peritumoral edema was not a reliable measure of tumor burden and could not be used as a predictor of survival.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamberlain; Wallner et al; Liang et al; Oppitz et al</td>
<td>The majority of adult patients with GBM present with MRI-defined local recurrences notwithstanding multiple recurrences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang et al; Minniti et al; McDonald et al; Dobelbower et al</td>
<td>There were no significant differences in relapse patterns between the two target delineation techniques (limited margin based on resection cavity and any residual tumor seen on postoperative T1-weighted MRI with a 2 cm margin vs inclusion of preoperative peritumoral edema plus a 2 cm margin). The use of this limited-margin RT can significantly decrease the volume of normal brain tissue that is irradiated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siker et al; Scott et al; Ulutin et al; Preusser et al; Biernat</td>
<td>There is a significant positive relationship between KPS, age, and duration of survival; patients with higher KPS and younger age have longer survival.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korshunov et al; Dunn et al; Minniti</td>
<td>Histologic features such as proliferation index Ki-67, cell and tissue composition of the tumor, and MGMT promoter methylation are major independent prognostic factors for patients with glioma.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Patterns of recurrence were significantly different depending on the methylation status of the MGMT promoter.
is optimal. The PTV is generally generated from the CTV with less than a 1 cm margin. The biological behavior of the tumor, which potentially determines the prognosis and the treatment, also has an obvious impact on survival. Nowadays, new techniques of RT administration have evolved to improve target coverage with escalating doses and to spare unaffected organs in close vicinity by means of steep dose gradients. High-precision radiation therapy necessitates precise target delineation. Consequently, when creating the RT plan for a patient with GBM, it is necessary to refer to the patients’ clinical and pathological characteristics and design an individualized target volume. Future studies are also required to create a risk model for recurrence estimation to provide radiation oncologists with quantifiable information and facilitate decision making.
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Figure 1 Target delineation for GBM.
Notes: Figures A and B are MRI images from a 58 year old male patient with GBM with a large residual tumor, who had undergone partial resection. These figures show the two phases of target volume delineation. (A) The initial GTV includes postoperative peritumoral edema based on the axial T2 fluid-attenuated inversion recovery sequence (red line); the initial CTV (green line) includes postoperative peritumoral edema plus a 2 cm expansion in all directions. (B) The boost GTV includes the surgical cavity and residual enhancement based on the axial T1 sequence with gadolinium (red line) and the boost CTV is a 2 cm expansion in all directions (green line). Figure C is a MRI image from a 39 year old female patient with GBM, who had undergone gross total resection. It shows the one phase of target volume delineation. The GTV includes surgical cavity and residual enhancement based on the axial T1 sequence with gadolinium (red line) and CTV is a 2 cm expansion in all directions (green line).
Abbreviations: CTV, clinical target volume; GBM, glioblastoma multiforme; GTV, gross target volume; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.


